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Partial deletion

� Two questions on Partial Copy Deletion (PCD)
 In the form of <AB> … <AB> (or <AB> … <AB>) (“scattered” deletion)

Empirical domains: Extraposition, Split XP, clitic placement, VP fronting, …
(Nunes 1995, 2004, Wilder 1995, Bošković 2001, Fanselow and Cavar 2002; Larson 2022, van Urk 2022, i.a.)

 #1  Mostly on phrasal chains, whether head chains are subject to 
PCD on the sub-head level is unknown

 #2  Complementarity: why the subsequently deleted part in the 
second deletion is exactly the complement set of the pronounced 
part of the other copy (where the first deletion is motivated by chain-external

force, e.g. clitic requirement, intonation, featural specification, etc.)

� New insights from discontinuous predicates in Cantonese
 #1  Allow monomorphemic predicates (e.g., feilou ‘fail’, Chan & Cheung 2020)

 Head chains with deletion of sub-head syllables
 #2  PCD banned when additional (full) copies pronounced 

 “Complementary” PCD as last resort to realize rest of the chain input

� Takeaways
 #1  Copy Deletion applies on the (sub-head) featural level
 #2  Copy Deletion is constrained by chain-internal force of 

retaining the integrity of the chain input, i.e., CHAIN FAITHFULNESS

Syllable Subtraction
� Applies independently in two constructions

 V-not-V reduplication and V-one-V reduplication

 Incomplete splits:   AB  A-x-AB

(8)                                                        (only A-not-AB) 
cf. Mandarin prefers AB-not-AB over A-not-AB

(9)                                                                           (only A-one-AB) 
cf. Mandarin *A-one-AB

� Incomplete split = Syllable Subtraction without PCD
 Reduplication does not form movement chains, hence no CD

Proposal

(5) Syllable Subtraction in Cantonese (as a morphological rule triggered by affixes) 

Affixes may trigger deletion on the adjacent syllable of their host.

(6)  CHAIN FAITHFULNESS (as a condition on Copy Deletion)

In a movement chain CH: {Xn, ..., X1}, s.t. X consists of a bundle of phono-
-logical features π, and that the linearization of CH yields an output Φ, each 
member of π must be contained in Φ.

(7)  a. Verb movement to Asp head            b. Syllable Subtraction followed by PCD

Discontinuous predicates as head chains
� Pull splits:    AB  A-x … B (cf. AB-x …) Inverted splits:   AB  x-B … A (cf. x-AB … AB)

(1)                                                                                  (2) 

� Both syllables lack independent wordhood (against phrasal chains resulting from VO reanalysis, e.g., Chao 1968)

 The second syllable lacks nominal wordhood: *individual classifiers (Note: OKevent classifiers which attach to VP)

(3) a.                                                                              b.                                       (cf. VO phrase)

 The first syllable lacks verbal wordhood: *ATB-verb movement

(4) a.                                  

b.                                                                                                                        (cf. VO)

The last resort nature of PCD
� PCD as repair to CHAIN-FAITHFULNESS violation:
(10) input: π = {σzong, σsau}

(a) output: *π = {σzong}

(b) output: π = {σzong, σsau}

� Verb Copying constructions in Chinese: additional copy pronounced (Cheng 2007, Meadows and Yan 2023)

 The repair by PCD fails when the additional copy satisfies CHAIN-FAITHFULNESS!  Last Resort

(11) 

� The additional “copy” must be movement-derived (i.e., part of the chain)
 Identical verbs in a base-generated topic cannot satisfy CHAIN-FAITHFULNESS (supporting Landau’s 2006 P-recoverability)

(12) 


